
4 спальная комната вилла продается в Cabo Roig, Alicante

We are delighted to present these new off plan 'Top LUXURY villa!''Elit' stands as a testament to the harmonious
marriage of exquisite design, opulent comfort, and unparalleled quality, offering its residents a haven of sophistication
and caprice at the highest levelStep into a world of opulence and sophistication as we delve into theinterior of a
magnificent mansion.Cabo Roig is the jewel of the Costa Blanca, in the southernmost part of theprovince of Alicante is
located this beautiful area full of beaches andcoves.It is known for its fine sand beaches and crystal-clear waters, as
well asfor its marina and its wide range of leisure and entertainment options.The area has numerous restaurants, bars
and shops, as well as severalhigh-quality golf courses. In addition, its warm and sunny climate formuch of the year
makes it an ideal place for vacations.With four exquisitely designed bedrooms, five lavish bathrooms, asparkling pool,
a solarium, a laundry area, and a sprawling open-conceptliving space, this residence redefines luxury
living.Meticulously crafted with the latest trends and top-quality materials,every detail of this mansion is an
embodiment of elegance and style.At the heart of Elite, lies a sprawling open-concept living space spanning94 square
meters.The latest trends in interior design are embraced,showcasing an airy and fluid layout.High ceilings, expansive
windows, and skylights flood the space withnatural light, creating an inviting ambiance.Premium materials like
porcelain flooring, custom-built cabinetry, andstate-of-the-art appliances grace the open kitchen, further elevating
theliving experience.The four bedrooms in this stunning villa epitomize comfort and tranquility.Each room boasts
spaciousness with big windows. The harmonious blendof neutral tones and vibrant accents creates an inviting
atmosphereThe five bathrooms in this mansion are a sanctuary of relaxation.Featuring sleek marble countertops,
designer fixtures, and modernfittings, they offer a spa-like experience. enhance the ambiance,providing a haven for
rejuvenation and self-care.Top-quality materials ensure a touch of luxury.Plot 900m2Constructed area
329m2Swimmingpool 27m2We do not disappear with the delivery of keys. We accompany you throughout the
construction process of your home, and once you take possession of it, we will continue by your side so that you can
adapt to your new home without any complications.We will love to meet you in person but you can always write to us
and ask your questionsWe sell the Residencial project on behalf of the project developer at the prices set by the
developer. If you choose us, you will benefit from our expert advice and guidance at no extra cost.OverviewVilla
Property Type4 Bedrooms5 Bathrooms325 m22024 Year Built

  4 спальни   5 ванные комнаты   325m² Размер сборки
  900m² Размер участка   near beach   near restaurants
  private garden   private parkingplace   private pool
  terrace

1.990.000€

 Недвижимость продается J&B Invest Spain
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